CALL FOR PAPERS

The XXIII International Scientific Conference “China and East Asia: Philosophy, Literature, Culture” will be held in Moscow, Russia, from June 2 to June 3, 2022. It is organized by the Institute of Far Eastern Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences.

The languages of the conference are Russian, Chinese and English. The scholars are invited to submit their papers in the form of abstracts by 1st of May, 2022 via e-mail: potapova@ifes-ras.ru in the following formats:

- DOCX or DOC
- for reports in Russian and English limit is 1500-3000 symbols (1-3 pages), Times New Roman; 1.5 interval.
- for reports in Chinese: 1500-2500 symbols.
- Notes and footnotes are not provided.
- Links inside the text are formatted as follows: [门洪华 2015, 65-95], [Robert Eno 2016, 64].
- Details as follows: 1. Given name and surname of the author; 2. Affiliation of the author; 3. Title of the paper; 4. Abstract 150-200 words; 5. Keywords (3-4 words); 6. Paper’s text (in Russian, Chinese or English); 7. Bibliography.
- Hieroglyphics (for Russian and English versions) are allowed.

Information about the authors is to be attached to the papers (see Questionnaire below).
Bibliography

Bibliography is given at the end of the text in alphabetical order: 1) in Russian, 2) in English and other Latin alphabetical languages 3) Chinese and other oriental languages.

Example of bibliography:

Russian-language sources:

Oriental languages (original language with translation in square brackets):

Links to Internet resources are indicated with the URL prefix and the publication date (if not possible, with the date of access).
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